Eight years. Five hundred and ten manuscripts. Seven hundred and four authors. These are the core "metrics" of the AFP Journal (AFPj) experience under Academic Forensic Pathology International (AFPi). These numbers represent the major investments made by the men and women of our profession who worked very hard to share their data, knowledge and expertise to the forensic pathology community. The AFPi team is honored to have had the opportunity to work alongside you for nearly a decade.
A year ago, when I announced my retirement from the journal, it felt very abstract and sterile. Today, on my last "real" day with the Journal, I have mixed emotions. I am very proud to have worked with such a great team to build this journal into a success. I am also very excited to see what Sage Publishers can and will do with AFPj, as the journal officially moves to their platform. Chris Milroy. A "force" in our profession. A thought leader. You will take this journal onward to whatever it is destined to be with Sage. With that I am both humbled and jealous, in a way.
As I hand-off the Publisher baton after eight years of service, I pause to note the perilous edge at which our profession sits. We are literally and figuratively dying. We cannot keep up by training enough new FPs.
We cannot keep up with the service work. We cannot compete with other specialties. Many of us are tired, and burnt out, and too many are thinking of quitting the profession entirely.
Last year, one of my colleagues asked what "one" intervention I thought might change the course of the apparently inevitable collapse of our profession as we know it? My answer -"learning to take ourselves seriously". I have met too many FPs who minimize what they do, and defer -far too often -to the "real" doctors (ER docs, radiologists, child abuse pediatricians, etc.). I counter with the proposition that we are not mere meat cutters. We are not paramedical technicians. We're not even "just" autopsy doctors. We are medical subspecialists -physicians / pathologists -who have a vast array of medical and pathology knowledge that we apply to help solve legal problems. We sometimes perform autopsies to help understand a case. We also perform autopsies to help us understand the science that underpins medicolegal issues. No other medical specialty will take us seriously if we do not take ourselves seriously. When we are proud, others will want to train and work among us. We will be more respectfully compensated for our time and expertise. And as a result of all of this, our profession will grow and flourish.
It is my hope that the Journal will continue to publish material that practitioners will be able to use on a daily basis, and that will help us evolve into in very positive ways. And that this will help further expand our profession. 
